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epi2loc-package Epi2Loc: Epistatic and penetrance models for two-locus genetic in-
teractions

Description

A small set of utilities for manipulating two-locus epistatic models. Includes methods for con-
verting between common models (penetrances, log odds, variance components, GLM regression
parameters), data generation, and power analysis.

Details

A wide variety of models exist for genetic interactions between two biallelic loci. This package
provides a set of utilities for easily working with this array of possible models. Specifically, four
basic functions are offered:

• epi.convert, for converting between different two-locus models

• epi.data, for generating data under each model

• epi.design, for creating the design matrix to fit each model

• epi.power, for power analysis of testing the parameters in each model

See the documentation for the details of using each function. Additional information on this package
can be found in Walters et al. (2014).

Models

The models that are currently implemented in this package are listed below, including a description
of their respective parameters. The saturated forms of all models have equivalent fit, but can be
expected to differ when parameters are constrained. Additional information on these models can be
found in the listed references.

Penetrances (penetrance): A model for dichotomous phenotypes that specifies the conditional
probability of the phenotype (i.e. P [y = 1|x, z]) for each set of genotypes for the two loci (x, z).
In practice, subsets of these probabilities may be constrained to be equal to create a desired pattern
of effects (e.g. see Neuman and Rice, 1992). In epi2loc, these models are specified by providing
the 3 x 3 table of conditional probabilities, with columns conditional on the first locus and rows
conditional on the second locus. See epi.convert for an example that utilizes this kind of model.

Log Odds (logodds): Similar to the penetrance model, this model for dichotomous phenotypes
specifies the log odds of the phenotype conditional on the genotypes (i.e. ln(P [y = 1|x, z]/(1−
P [y = 1|x, z]))). Like penetrance models, these log odds models are specified in epi2loc by
providing the 3 x 3 table of conditional log odds, with columns conditional on the first locus and
rows conditional on the second locus.

Variance Components (varex): Variance component models focus on decomposing the total
genetic effect of the two loci into additive, dominant, and interaction components (e.g. see Fal-
coner and Mackay, 1996). For two biallelic loci this decomposition yields eight distinct variance
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components. In epi2loc, decomposition of the genetic variance is performed based on the NOIA
model (Alvarez-Castro and Carlborg, 2007) in order to insure that the variance components are
orthogonal even when Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium does not hold. As such, the variance com-
ponent model is specified using the proportion of phenotypic variance explained by each of the
following genetic effects:

1. additive effect of locus A,
2. additive effect of locus B,
3. dominance effect of A,
4. dominance effect B,
5. additive by additive interaction,
6. A dominance by B additive interaction,
7. A additive by B dominance interaction, and
8. dominance by dominance interaction

GLM Models: The remaining models all follow a generalized linear model (GLM) framework,
specifying a set of variables based on the genotypes at each loci that can be used for regression.
Broadly, the GLM framework defines some inverse link function g() between the phenotype and
a linear model of the genotypes based on the distribution of the phenotypes. For the designed set
of variables (x1, x2, . . . , xJ) and phenotype (y),
g(y|x1, . . . , xJ) = Σβjxj
The appropriate distribution is specified in epi2loc using the distn argument. For continuous
phenotypes, distn="normal" sets g(y) = E(y) resulting in standard linear regression. For
dichotomous phenotypes, distn="logit" defines g(y) = ln[P (y)/(1 − P (y))] leading to lo-
gistic regression, and distn="probit" defines g(y) = Φ−1(P (y)) for probit regression. See
epi.convert for info on how variance components are computed for these dichotomous models
by defining a latent variable y∗ = g(y) + ε with some known error distribution.
Within this framework, the variables xj based the genotypes for the two loci can be specified in
a number of ways. A saturated model for two biallelic loci will require regression coefficients
for nine such variables. A number of different parametrizations of these variables have been
suggested based on various theoretical frameworks. The variants implemented in the epi2loc
package are described below.

Natural and Orthogonal Interactions - Statistical (NOIA_S): The NOIA Statistical model is one
of two formulations of the NOIA model proposed by Alvarez-Castro and Carlborg (2007). The
Statistical formulation focuses on ensuring the defined variables for the model are orthogonal
even when Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium does not hold for either locus. This is done by adjust-
ing the variables for the genotype frequencies of each locus. Full formulas are presented in
Alvarez-Castro and Carlborg (2007). The coefficients for the resulting variables correspond to
the additive, dominance, and interaction effects. Specifically, the parameters for epi2loc are:
1. "mu", the mean
2. "alpha_a", the average additive effect of locus A
3. "delta_a", the dominance deviation of locus A
4. "alpha_b", the average additive effect of locus B
5. "delta_b", the dominance deviation of locus B
6. "alphaalpha_ab", the additive by additive interaction
7. "deltaalpha_ab", the interaction of the dominance effect of locus A and the additive effect

of locus B
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8. "alphadelta_ab", the interaction of the additive effect of locus A and the dominance of locus
B

9. "deltadelta_ab", the dominance by dominance interaction

Natural and Orthogonal Interactions - Functional (NOIA_F): The NOIA Functional formula-
tion follows a similar development as the NOIA Statistical, but with a focus on ensuring the
parameter estimates correspond to the conventional genotypic values a and d (e.g. Falconer and
Mackay, 1996). The full development is presented by Alvarez-Castro and Carlborg (2007), and
only maintains orthogonal effects under certain conditions. The coefficients for the variables de-
fined by the NOIA Functional model and implemented in epi2loc correspond to these genotype
values as follows:
1. "R", the reference level
2. "a_a", the additive value of locus A
3. "d_a", the dominance deviation of locus A
4. "a_b", the additive value of locus B
5. "d_b", the dominance deviation of locus B
6. "aa_ab", the additive by additive interaction
7. "da_ab", the dominance (locus A) by additive (locus B) interaction
8. "ad_ab", the additive (locus A) by dominance (locus B) interaction
9. "dd_ab", the dominance by dominance interaction

General Two-Allele (G2A): The General Two-Allele model, proposed by Zeng et al. (2005), is
designed to be orthogonal when Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium holds for all allele frequencies.
This can be viewed as a special case of the NOIA Statistical model, and allows for a simpler
correction for allele frequencies. Full details can be found in Zeng et al. (2005), with discussion
of its relation to the NOIA model in Alvarez-Castro and Carlborg (2007). The resulting variables
for the General Two-Allele model as implemented in epi2loc are as follows:
1. "mu", the mean
2. "a_a", the average additive effect of locus A
3. "d_a", the dominance deviation of locus A
4. "a_b", the average additive effect of locus B
5. "d_b", the dominance deviation of locus B
6. "aa_ab", the additive by additive interaction
7. "da_ab", the interaction of the dominance effect of locus A and the additive effect of locus

B
8. "ad_ab", the interaction of the additive effect of locus A and the dominance of locus B
9. "dd_ab", the dominance by dominance interaction

Note that although these values are average effects as in the NOIA Functional model, the pa-
rameters are labelled based on "a" and "d" instead of "alpha" and "delta" in order to maintain
consistency with Zeng et al. (2005).

F2 (F2): The F2 model (Anderson and Kempthorne, 1954) is a more conventional model that
does not adjust for allele frequencies, but still yields orthogonal effects in the special case of
biallelic loci with allele frequencies of 0.5 (i.e. an F2 population). For a single locus, the
effects defined by coding the (0,1,2) genotype as (-1, 0, 1) for the additive effect and as (-0.5,
0.5, -0.5) for the dominance effect. Interaction effects are then defined by the products of the
corresponding effects for the two loci. Following the pattern of the previous models, the epi2loc
package implements the F2 model with the following variables:
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1. "mu", the mean of the F_2 population
2. "a_a", the additive value of locus A
3. "d_a", the dominance deviation of locus A
4. "a_b", the additive value of locus B
5. "d_b", the dominance deviation of locus B
6. "aa_ab", the additive by additive interaction
7. "da_ab", the dominance (locus A) by additive (locus B) interaction
8. "ad_ab", the additive (locus A) by dominance (locus B) interaction
9. "dd_ab", the dominance by dominance interaction

F∞ (Finf): The F∞ model (Hayman and Mather, 1955) is the traditional genetic model with
additive effects coded (-1, 0, 1) for the genotypes at a single locus and dominance effects coded
(0,1,0). As in the F2 model, interaction effects are then defined by cross-products of these vari-
ables for the two loci. The resulting effects are only orthogonal under unusual circumstances.
In epi2loc, the variables for the F∞ model follow the same naming scheme as the F2 model
above.

Unweighted (unweight): The Unweighted model, proposed by Cheverud and Routman (1995),
uses the same (-1,0,1) coding for the additive effects at a single locus but adjusts the variable
for dominance effects to (-1/3, 2/3, -1/3) coding. This change is designed to make the mean
variable an unweighted average of the expected phenotype value for the nine possible genotype
combinations of the two loci. Users considering using this model may wish to consider the
discussion in Zeng et al. (2005) regarding other controversial claims related to this model. In
the epi2loc package, the variables are again labelled following the names used for the F2 and
F∞ models.

Genotype (genotype): Cordell (2009; Supplementary Box S1) proposes a somewhat different
model to allow simpler parametrization of the expected value of the phenotype for each combi-
nation of genotypes. The resulting parameters are more focused on differentiating cells of the
3x3 matrix of possible genotypes rather than indicating specific genetic effects, but the param-
eters still distinguish between univariate effects of locus A (γ) and locus B (β) and interaction
effect (i). Cordell (2009) refers to this model as a general "genotype" model. Following the
naming scheme in Cordell (2009), the epi2loc package specifies the variables for the Genotype
model as follows:
1. "mu", the mean of the homozygote reference cell
2. "gam_1", the effect of first minor allele at locus A
3. "gam_2", the effect of two minor alleles at locus A
4. "beta_1", the effect of first minor allele at locus B
5. "beta_2", the effect of two minor alleles at locus B
6. "i_11", the interaction deviation for one minor allele at each locus
7. "i_12", the interaction deviation for two minor alleles at locus A and one minor allele at

locus B
8. "i_21", the interaction deviation for one minor allele at locus A and two minor allele at

locus B
9. "i_22", the interaction deviation for two minor alleles at both loci

Author(s)

Raymond Walters, Charles Laurin, Gitta Lubke
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epi.convert Conversions between models for two-locus interactions

Description

Two-locus epistatic models can be parametrized in a number of ways, including GLM regression
models, penetrance or log odds models, or variance component models. This function provides easy
conversion between these models in order to allow comparison of these different parametrizations.

Usage

epi.convert(modelin, params, modelout = c(modelin,"NOIA_S"),
pa = NULL, pb = NULL, distn, mu = NA, ve = NA,
signs = rep(1,8), totaleff = NA, verbose=TRUE)

Arguments

modelin The model being converted from. Can be one of "penetrance", "logodds", "varex",
"NOIA_S", "NOIA_F", "G2A", "F2", "Finf", "unweight", or "genotype". The
details on each of these models are provided in epi2loc-package.
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params Complete parameters for the saturated model named in modelin. For modelin
= "penetrance" or "logodds", should be a 3x3 numeric matrix containing the
conditional penetrance or log odds for each pair of genotypes, with the columns
corresponding to the genotype at locus A and the rows corresponding to locus
B. For modelin="varex", should be a numeric vector containing the variance
explained by each of the 8 possible variance components. For all other models,
param should be the vector of 9 regression coefficients for the saturated model.
See epi2loc-package for more details on each model.

modelout A vector naming the model(s) to be converted to. Can include one or more of
"penetrance", "logodds", "varex", "NOIA_S", "NOIA_F", "G2A", "F2", "Finf",
"unweight", or "genotype". The details on each of these models are provided in
epi2loc-package.

pa (optional) allele or genotype frequencies for the first locus. Can be specified
as either a single numeric value (0<pa<1) for the allele frequency, or a vec-
tor of three values giving the genotype frequencies for the three possible bial-
lelic genotypes (should sum to 1). If the allele frequency is specified, Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium is assumed. If omitted, defaults to allele frequency of .5
with a warning.

pb (optional) allele or genotype frequency for the second locus. See pa.

distn The distribution used for the link function for GLM models. For a continuous
phenotype, should be "normal". For dichotomous phenotypes, can be either
"logit" or "probit".

mu (optional) Value of the mean parameter under the NOIA statistical model. Only
used for modelin="varex", due to the mean being undetermined for the vari-
ance component model. If omitted, default value of mu is selected to set the
expected value of the full linear model to zero.

ve (optional) Error variance for the linear model. Only used for either modelin
or modelout="varex", and only when distn="normal". If omitted for those
models, default value of ve is selected so that the expected total variance of the
phenotype equals 1.

signs (optional) Sign of the square root to use for each variance component in params
for modelin="varex". Necessary because variance components do not identify
the sign of each effect. Default is to use all positive roots.

totaleff (optional) Total proportion of variance explained, including the effects of the
two modelled loci as well as any other covariates. Only used for for modelin="varex".
Useful for computing model parameters that account for other covariates, or
to model phenotypes whose variance is not equal to 1. If omitted, default is
totaleff = sum(params).

verbose Logical value, indicating whether to include extra information on the coverted
model, such as marginal and conditional expected values (see output values). If
FALSE, only the model parameters for each modelout are returned.

Details

The input model for two-locus interactions (modelin) is converted to parameters for one or more al-
ternative models (modelout). Details on the available models are provided in the package overview
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(epi2loc-package). The two loci are assumed to be biallelic and unlinked, and are assumed to be
in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium unless otherwise specified with pa and pb.

The provided allele or genotype frequencies affect parameters for variance explained ("varex"),
NOIA statistical ("NOIA_S"), NOIA functional (NOIA_F) and G2A models, as well as marginal
expected values and variances. Other models do not depend on allele frequencies.

For dichotomous outcomes (distn="logit" or "probit"), the variance decomposition is based on
the variance of the underlying latent variable y∗ in the GLM framework. This usage is consistent
with the pseudo-R^2 for logistic regression introduced by McKelvey & Zavoina (1975). Specifi-
cally, the variable y∗ is assumed to be continuous with errors following either a standard logistic
distribution (distn="logit") or a standard normal distribution (distn="probit"); the dichoto-
mous phenotype y is created by thresholding this variable.

Value

A list of models, with each list item containing the vector of coefficient values for the specified
modelout. If verbose=TRUE, then one additional list item is added with the following elements:

Expected_Values

a list with elements:
Conditional - a 3x3 matrix of the expected value of the phenotype by genotype
(distn="normal" only)
Penetrances - a 3x3 matrix of the expected probability of the phenotype by
genotype (distn="logit" or "probit" only)
MarginA - length 3 vector of the marginal expected value conditional on the
genotype of the first locus
MarginB - length 3 vector of the marginal expected value conditional on the
genotype of the second locus
Unconditional - overall expected value of the phenotype (distn="normal"
only)
Prevalence - overall expected probability of the phenotype (distn="logit"
or "probit" only)

Var_y expected variance of the phenotype (distn="normal" only)
Var_ystar expected variance of underlying latent variable y∗ for the phenotype (distn="logit"

or "probit" only)
error_variance variance of the error term for the phenotype

Author(s)

Raymond Walters

References

Neuman, R.J., and Rice, J.P. (1992). Two-locus models of disease. Genetic Epidemiology, 9(5):
347-365.

McKelvey, R., and Zavoina, W. (1975). A Statistical model for the analysis of ordinal level depen-
dent variables. Journal of Mathematical Sociology, 4: 103-120.

Walters, R.K., Laurin, C., and Lubke, G.H. (submitted). Epi2Loc: An R package to investigate
two-locus epistatic models.
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See Also

epi2loc-package for details on the included models

Examples

### convert penetrance model
# using "modifying effect" model (Neuman & Rice, 1992)
pen.M <- matrix(c(.01,.01,.01,

.01,.01,.02,

.02,.02,.02),3,3,byrow=TRUE)
epi.convert(modelin="penetrance", params=pen.M,

modelout = c("NOIA_S","NOIA_F"),
pa = .5, pb = .3, distn="logit")

### get variance components from GLM parameters
betas <- c(1,0,0,0,0,0,.25,0,.5)
epi.convert(modelin="Finf", params=betas, modelout="varex",

pa=.5, pb=.3, distn = "normal")

### get model from variance components
# additive effect of locus 1,
# additive x additive interaction, and
# dominant x dominant interaction
varex <- c(.003,0,0,0,.003,0,0,.003)
epi.convert(modelin="varex", params=varex, modelout="NOIA_S",

pa=.5, pb=.3, distn = "normal")

epi.data Generate data under two-locus GLM model

Description

Generates data following the two-locus GLM model with the specified model parameters. The
phenotype may be generated based on existing genotypes, or genotype data can be generated.

Usage

epi.data(betas, model, distn, x = NULL, z = NULL,
n = NULL, ncase = NULL, ncontrol = NULL,
pa = NULL, pb = NULL, ve = NA, verbose = FALSE)

Arguments

betas The 9 regression parameters for the named model. See epi2loc-package for
details of the parameters of the available models.

model The model used to define the regression parameters. Can be one of: "NOIA_S",
"NOIA_F", "G2A", "F2", "Finf", "unweight", or "genotype". The details on
each of these models are provided in epi2loc-package.
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distn either "normal", "logit", or "probit"; specifying the appropriate distribution for
the GLM model. If "normal", then the phenotype is continuous with normally
distributed errors. If "logit", then the phenotype is dichotomous based on an
underlying continuous variable with logistically distributed errors. If "probit",
then the phenotype is dichotomous based on an underlying continuous variable
with normally distributed errors.

x (optional) a numeric vector of genotype data at the first locus, coded 0,1,2,NA
for the number of reference alleles. If omitted, genotype data will be randomly
generated.

z (optional) data for the second locus, as x

n sample size for the generated data. Ignored with a warning if data is provided
for x and/or z.

ncase (optional) number of affected individuals to include in the generated data. Only
applicable for distn="logit" or "probit". Ignored with a warning if data is
provided for x and/or z.

ncontrol (optional) number of unaffected individuals to include in the generated data.
Only applicable for distn="logit" or "probit". Ignored with a warning if
data is provided for x and/or z.

pa allele or genotype frequencies for the first locus. Can be specified as either a
single numeric value (0<pa<1) for the allele frequency, or a vector of three val-
ues giving the genotype frequencies for the three possible biallelic genotypes
(should sum to 1). If the allele frequency is specified, Hardy-Weinberg equilib-
rium is assumed. Ignored with a warning if x is given.

pb allele or genotype frequencies for the second locus, as pa. Ignored with a warn-
ing if z is given.

ve the variance of the error term in the normal model. If not specified, it will be set
so that the total phenotypic variance is 1. If distn="logit" or "probit", this
argument is ignored (with a warning).

verbose Logical, indicating whether to provide additional information about the model.
Default is FALSE.

Details

Data may be generated based on existing genotype data (coded 0,1,2 or NA), or new genotype data
may be generated from Bin(2, p). If existing genotype data is provided for x and z then the sample
size n and allele frequencies pa and pb are ignored. If no data is provided then the sample size and
allele frequencies must be given so that new genotype data can be generated. For the logit or probit
model, the sample size can optionally be specified to include a specific number of cases (y=1) and
controls (y=0), instead of a simple random sample of size n from the population.

Optionally, by setting verbose=TRUE expected characteristics of the generated data will be provided
in the same format as epi.convert. If existing genotype data was used to generate the phenotype,
these expected values are computed based on the observed allele frequencies in the input data.

The two loci for the genotype data are assumed to be biallelic and unlinked.
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Value

If verbose=FALSE, the function returns a data frame with columns y, x, and z, where y is the
generated phenotype data and x, and z are either the provided genotype data or new generated
genotypes.

If verbose=TRUE, more complete information is returned. The output will include:

Full_Data data frame containing the full generated data, including latent values where ap-
plicable. Specifically,
y - the generated phenotype
ystar - (logit or probit model only) the latent continuous variable dichotomized
to y

XB - the value of the linear model minus the error term
yprob - (logit or probit model only) the probability y=1 conditional on the geno-
types
x - genotype data for the first locus
z - genotype data for the second locus

Model_Info Expected values and variances for the model. If existing genotype data was
used for x or z, model information is computed based on the observed allele
frequency in the data. If a fixed number of cases and controls were generated,
this information reflects the population from which the individuals were sam-
pled, not expected sample statistics. See epi.convert for details on the extra
provided information.

Author(s)

Raymond Walters

References

Walters, R.K., Laurin, C., and Lubke, G.H. (submitted). Epi2Loc: An R package to investigate
two-locus epistatic models.

See Also

epi2loc-package for model details; epi.design for fitting two-locus models to generated data

Examples

# generate data from existing genotypes
x <- rbinom(100,2,.5)
z <- rbinom(100,2,.3)
betas <- c(0,0,0,0,0,0,.25,0,.5)
dat.M <- epi.data(betas=betas, model="Finf", distn="normal", x=x, z=z)
head(dat.M)

# data for logit model without existing genotypes
# include extra output
dat2.M <- epi.data(betas=betas, model="Finf", distn="logit",

n=100, pa=.5, pb=.3, verbose=TRUE)
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head(dat2.M)
dat2.M$Model_Info

epi.design Create design matrix for two-locus GLM models

Description

The two-locus GLM model is defined based on data for two unlinked biallelic loci. In order to fit
the model, it is necessary to convert the data for the two loci into appropriate terms for the nine
corresponding model parameters. This function creates that N × 9 design matrix from the data.

Usage

epi.design(x, z, model=NULL, pa=NULL, pb=NULL)

Arguments

x the numeric vector of data at the first locus, coded 0,1,2 for the number of refer-
ence alleles. NAs are allowed.

z data for the second locus, as x

model One of "NOIA_S", "NOIA_F", "G2A", "F2", "Finf", "unweight", or "genotype"
specifying the desired regression model. See epi2loc-package for details of
these models.

pa (optional) true allele or genotype frequencies for the first locus. Used for models
"NOIA_S", "NOIA_F", and "G2A". Can be specified as either a single numeric
value (0<pa<1) for the allele frequency, or a vector of three values giving the
genotype frequencies for the three possible biallelic genotypes (should sum to
1). If the allele frequency is specified, Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium is assumed.
If omitted, values are estimated from the data.

pb (optional) true allele or genotype frequencies for the second locus, as pa above

Value

An N × 9 design matrix, with columns corresponding to the parameters of the two-locus GLM
model, where N is the length of the data vectors x and z. Specifically, the columns of the output
contain the appropriate dummy variables for the selected model. Columns of the matrix are labelled
with the appropriate variable names.

Author(s)

Raymond Walters

References

Walters, R.K., Laurin, C., and Lubke, G.H. (submitted). Epi2Loc: An R package to investigate
two-locus epistatic models.
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See Also

epi.data to generate SNP and phenotype data; epi2loc-package for details on available GLM
models

Examples

# Generate random data for 2 loci
x <- rbinom(100,2,.5)
z <- rbinom(100,2,.3)

# Create design matrix
dat.M <- epi.design(x,z,model="NOIA_S")
head(dat.M)
dim(dat.M)

# fit model using design matrix
u <- .2*x + .2*(x*z)
y <- rbinom(100,1,u)
fit <- glm(y~.,data=cbind(y=y,dat.M),family=binomial("logit"))
summary(fit)

epi.power Power analysis for two-locus GLM models

Description

Performs power analysis for one or more parameters in a two-locus epistatic model. This power
analysis is based on either Cohen’s f2 multiple regression effect size (for continuous outcomes), or
the asymptotic power of likelihood ratio tests (for dichotomous outcomes).

Usage

epi.power(truebetas, model, distn,
full = rep(TRUE,9), reduced, N,
alpha = .05, pa = NULL, pb = NULL,
ve = NA, plotit = FALSE)

Arguments

truebetas Numeric vector of the 9 regression parameters for the saturated GLM model
named in model. See epi2loc-package for details of the parameters of the
available models.

model The model used to define the regression parameters. Can be one of: "NOIA_S",
"NOIA_F", "G2A", "F2", "Finf", "unweight", or "genotype". The details on
each of these models are provided in epi2loc-package.
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distn either "normal", "logit", or "probit"; specifying the appropriate distribution for
the GLM model. If "normal", then the phenotype is continuous with normally
distributed errors. If "logit", then the phenotype is dichotomous based on an
underlying continuous variable with logistically distributed errors. If "probit",
then the phenotype is dichotomous based on an underlying continuous variable
with normally distributed errors.

full Logical vector indicating which of the 9 parameters (from truebetas) are in-
cluded in the full model for the desired hypothesis test. Values of TRUE indicate
the parameter is included in the full model, and FALSE indicates the parameter
is not included.

reduced Logical vector indicating which of the 9 parameters are included in the reduced
model for the desired hypothesis test. The included parameters must be a subset
of full.

N a numeric vector of which sample sizes to use for estimating power

alpha significance level for testing power

pa (optional) allele or genotype frequencies for the first locus. Can be specified
as either a single numeric value (0<pa<1) for the allele frequency, or a vec-
tor of three values giving the genotype frequencies for the three possible bial-
lelic genotypes (should sum to 1). If the allele frequency is specified, Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium is assumed. If omitted, defaults to allele frequency of .5
with a warning.

pb (optional) allele or genotype frequency for the second locus. See pa.

ve variance of the error term for the normally distributed model

plotit logical, if TRUE a plot of the estimated power at each sample size will be pro-
duced

Details

Power is computed for testing the difference between the full and reduced models based on a
same of size N drawn from the population defined by the truebetas and model.

For continuous outcomes (distn="normal"), the power is computed based on Cohen’s f2 effect
size for the difference in variance explained by the two models (see pwr.f2.test. For dichotomous
outcomes (distn="logit" or "probit"), the asymptotic power of the likelihood ratio test is used
instead (see asypow.power).

Allele/genotype frequencies pa and pb are used to determine the expected joint genotype frequen-
cies for the sample with size N. This is necessary to get the expected parameter estimates for the
reduced model (and the full model if the saturated model is not used).

Value

A length(N) by 2 matrix of the estimated power at each given sample size. If plotit=TRUE, a line
plot of the power as a function of sample size is also produced.

Author(s)

Raymond Walters, Charles Laurin
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References

Walters, R.K., Laurin, C., and Lubke, G.H. (submitted). Epi2Loc: An R package to investigate
two-locus epistatic models.

Examples

### Example test of interaction using variance explained model
# true effects: additive effect of locus 1,
# additive x additive interaction, and
# dominant x dominant interaction
varex <- c(.003,0,0,0,.003,0,0,.003)

# get NOIA_S model parameters for those effects
betas <- epi.convert(modelin="varex", params=varex, modelout="NOIA_S",

pa=.5, pb=.3, distn = "normal")

# compute power for 4 df test of all interaction effects
epi.power(truebetas=betas$NOIA_S, model="NOIA_S", distn="normal",

reduced=c(rep(TRUE,4),rep(FALSE,5)),
N=c(1250,2500,5000,10000,15000,20000,25000,27500,30000),
pa=.5, pb=.3, plotit = FALSE)

# compute power for 1 df test of dominant x dominant interaction
epi.power(truebetas=betas$NOIA_S, model="NOIA_S", distn="normal",

reduced=c(rep(TRUE,8),rep(FALSE,1)),
N=c(1250,2500,5000,10000,15000,20000,25000,27500,30000),
pa=.5, pb=.3, plotit = FALSE)
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